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Mini-Workshop on
Work Values Offered
The EMU Career Planning and
Placement Center will offer a mini
workshop on "Work Values"
Tuesday, Nov. 13 from I to 2 p.m.
in Room 24, Roosevelt. This
workshop will explore which work
values are most important security, independence, altruism
or task satisfaction. Students are
asked to phone 487-1074 to
register for the mini-workshop as
space is limited.

First Meeting of the
Continuing Education
Committee, Women's
Commission
The Continuing
Education
Committee of the EMU Women's
Commission will hold its first
meeting Monday, Nov. 19 at noon
in Room 325, Goodison. The
brown bag lunch meeting is open
to the public. For further
information, contact Sandra
Wright, Continuing Education
Department, at 487-2424.

CPR Class To Be
Conducted on Campus
The American Red Cross CPR
course will be conducted on
campus Nov. 6, 13 and 20 from
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the
Westview Community Room, 1-54
Westview. Persons must attend all
three sessions to be certified. To
sign up, call Neil Belitsky, Housing
Office, at 487-1300. Seating is
limited. There will be a 60¢ charge
for materials.

Faculty Enrollment Soon
In Delta Dental Plan
Faculty members should enroll
in the Delta Dental Plan of
Michigan on Monday, Nov. 19 or
Tuesday, Nov. 20 in the Yorkshire
R o o m , M cK e n n y U n i o n .
Personnel from the Staff Benefits
Office will be available there
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. both
days.
Dental coverage for faculty
members will be effective on Jan.
1, 1980. The enrollment cards must
be completed far in advance of that
date.
All regular faculty covered by
the AAUP contract must enroll,
even if a spouse already has dental
coverage at another place of
employment or at EMU.
Faculty members must know the
birthdates of spouses and children
to age 23. Children ·over age 19
must be dependents who are
students.
Booklets will be distributed
which will answer most of the
questions faculty members have
about the dental plan.

Post-Game Recep tion
Alumni and friends of EMU are
invited to join President Porter
and other top administrators in a
post-game reception following the
EMU/CMU game on Saturday,
Nov. 10. The reception will be held
at the Doherty Hotel in Clare,
Mich. Hor d' oeuvres and cocktails
will be served from 4:30-7:30 p.m.
The purpose of the reception is
to cultivate relationships between
the University and alumni in the
greater Mt. Pleasant area.

-
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George S. May

Ellene Contis

Contis, Muller, Brown and May Receive
Distinguished Faculty Awards Nov. 4
Distinguished Faculty Awards
were presented to EMU faculty
members Ellene T. Contis, Brigitte
D. Muller, Leland Brown, George
S. May at a dinner and reception
held at 7 p.m. Nov. 4 in their honor
at EMU's Hoyt Conference
Center.
Contis, an instructor in the
Department of Chemistry,
received the junior teaching award;
Muller, a professor of foreign
languages and bilingual studies,
and Brown, a professor of
management, received senior
teaching awards; and May, a
professor of history and
philosophy, received the award for
University
service/publication.
Each award-winner received
$1,000 for the award.
The junior and senior teaching
awards are given for teaching
excellence and related com
mitment to students. Faculty
holding the rank of instructor,
assistant professor or associate
professor with no more than two
years at rank are eligible for the
junior teaching award. Professors
and associate professors with more
than two years at rank are eligible
for the senior teaching award. All
faculty are eligible for the
service/publication award which is
given to recognize service to the
University or research and
publication or a combination of

Campaign
Extended
Eastern's United Way cam
paign, which was schedule to end
Nov. 5, will continue through Nov.
12, according to campus United
Way Campaign chairman Mitchell
Osadchuk. The additional week of
solicitation, Osadchuk said, .
should allow the University to
reach its projected goal of $40,260.
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the two.
Faculty must be nominated for
the awards by three students,
faculty or administrators or a
combination of the three groups.
Muller, 58, has been a member
of the faculty since 1965. Born in
Rouen, France, Muller attended
the Ecole de Journalisme of the
University of Paris before coming
to the United States where she
completed her bachelor's degree
cum laude at EMU in 1964. She
received a master's degree from the
University of Michigan in 1966
and her doctorate summa cum
laude from the University of Aix
Marseille in Aix, France in 1970.
Muller was cited for "that rare
gift of motivating students to work
to their full potential - and even

beyond - and to enjoy their
learning experience despite the fact
that most students consider
foreign languages and extremely
rigorous discipline" by those
nominating her.
Muller is responsible for the
courses and examinations leading
to t h e Paris Chamber of
Commerce Diploma.
Brown, 65, became a member of
the EMU faculty in 1964. He
earned his bachelor's degree from
Indiana State University, Terre
Haute, Ind., in 1936. He continued
at the university and earned his
master's degree in 1937. He earned
his doctorate from the University
of Illinois, Urbana, in 1949.
Those nominating Brown said
that he is "well-organized and

listens carefully to and fully
responds to student comments and
questions. Everyone is treated
fairly and he is ready and willing to
adjust to the needs of individual
students as his courses progress.
His door is literally always open
and he receives a constant flow of
students seeking his assistance,
which he fully gives. In addition, it
should be pointed out that he
always receives above-average
student evaluations of h i s
teaching."
Brown has published two
textbooks that are going into third
editions: "Communicating Facts
and Ideas in Business" and "Report Writing."
(continued on pase 6)

Evans Appointed Provost, VP
At a press conference Nov. I,
President John W. Porter
announced the appointment of Dr.
Anthony H. Evans as Provost and
Vice-President f o r Academic
Affairs at EMU.
The appointment came after a
month-long consideration of
Porter's proposal to transfer Evans
from his position as Executive Vice
President to the new position of
Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
In defense of his earlier
proposal, Porter said that because
he was new to the University, he
wanted to rill the post with
someone intimately familiar with
the University, since this would
provide greater stability and

continuity.
"I have concluded that no other
University employee possesses the
special background and
experiences as Dr. Evans," Porter
remarked. He emphasized Evans'
demonstrated leadership abilities
at EMU and his commitment to
academic excellence.
"I am honored to be asked to
serve the University in still another
capacity," Evans responded in
reference to his appointment. "I
am gratified by the broad support
that I have received from every
segment o f t h e University
community. This continued strong
support is necessary for the
University to achieve its potential.
While most of my professional

Porter Initiates Five
Organizational Changes
w.

President John
Porter
announced five major organi
zational changes in the
U n i v e r s i t y 's a d m i n i s t r at i v e
structure i n a memo to vice
presidents, deans , department
heads, office directors and selected
organizational leaders Nov. 1.
The realignments President
Porter has initiated are as follows:
-He is authorizing a national
search for a Vice-Presient for
Administration and will form a
search committee for the position
within the next few days.
-He is transferring Raymond
LaBounty to the position of
A c t i n g -V i c e - P r e s i d e n t f o r
Administration while the search is
under way and has asked him to
delay his request for an early
retirement beyond the requested

Jan. 1, 1980 date until the new vice
president assumes office.
-He is transferring the Office of
Research Development to the
Division of Academic Affairs.
-He is transferring the Office of
Employee Relations and
Personnel t o D ivision o f
Administration.
-He is transferring Ralph
Gilden from the Division of
Student Affairs to the Division of
University Relations where Gilden
will continue to administer the
Parent's Association Program and
will concentrate on strengthening
Eastern's ties with high schools
and commmunity colleges.
President Porter stated that the
five organizational actions "should
enable the University to respond
immediately to the challenges
which we face."

The deadline for the Nov. 13 issue of FOCUS EMU is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 6.

experiences have been in executive
administration, b y primary
interest has always been in the
academic program and services of
the University."
(continued on pase 6)

Faculty Council
Votes Approval

The Faculty Council voted
unanimously to approve the
proposed appointment of
Executive Vice President Dr.
Anthony Evans to the new post of
rrovost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs during a meeting
Oct. 31.
The move came after 71 percent
of the faculty cast ba\Jots choosing
between two alternatives : "The
position should be filled by the
appointment of Dr. Anthony
Evans without a formal search" or
"The position should be filled after
a national search following
carefully considred procedures."
There were 444 votes cast with
258 favoring the Evans
appointment and 186 favoring a
national search.
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by Marlene Davenport

Leinbach Notes History of Furniture Yields Surprises
A serious look at the history of
furniture quickly separates fact
from fiction. A n d R i c h a r d
Leinbach, assistant professor in
the Home Economics Department
at EMU whose speciality is the
history of furniture, has some
about
observations
surprising
furniture styles too.
Banish the tought that there
really is a Mediterranean style of
furniture, Leinbach noted. "It's an
industry term but historically, a
Mediterranean style can't be
pinned down. The furniture,
t ho u g h , m a y h a v e c e r t a i n
characteristics o f furniture found
near the Mediterranean Sea,"
Leinbach stated.
Even the hallowed "early
American" furniture styles are a
myth, Leinbach pointed out.
"Again, it's an industry term but
the styles are contemporary
interpretations of early furniture
designs in this country," he said.
Leinbach cited another
important historical truth that is
not well known. That symbol of
pioneer America, the log cabin, is
actually a Swedish invention,
Leinbach explained. The English
settlers in Amerca brought over
their traditional design for a
thatched roof house which simply
didn't stand up during the harsh
New England winters. So an
alternative, the log cabin, was
adopted from the Swedes.
The evolution of furniture styles
can be traced throughout the ages;
each society adding its flavor to its
home furnishings. One o f
Lcinbach's history of furniture
courses at EMU traces styles from
4000 B.C. to 1850 and the second
course covers styles from 1850 to
the present.
The development of furniture
styles goes through high and low
cycles. Some of the high cycles
include the middle ages (primarily
in church furnishings a n d
architecture), the Renaissance in
Italy, the Louis XIV, XV and XVI
eras and lastly, the English designs,
Leinbach said.
Of these historical periods, the
18th century English and French
designs including the Louis era,
Queen Anne, Georgian,
Chippendale and Sheraton styles
among others, have had the most
impact on furniture today,
Leinbach explained. "The curves,
for example, of the furniture of the
Louis XV and XVI eras are still
used to compliment today's
styles," he noted.
Sometimes, one aspect of home
furnishings can be traced far into
history. Leinbach remarked that
shutters and divided doors were
found in Egyptian homes and it's
thought that those homes also had
indoor plumbing.
Future ages will look back at
furnishings of today and see this
period as an "age of experiment
ation and plastics," Leinbach said.
"Interior designers now have
more freedom in mixing furnishing
more freedom in mixing
furnishings than ever before. "The
use of natural wood, heavy cottons
and plants can be combined with
molded plywoods, manmade
fabrics and the inclusion of
foams," Leinbach stated.
Although many people are
critical of the poor quality of
furniture they perceive as being
manufactured today, Leinbach

Emergency
on Campus?
CALL 1-2-3

Speech To Detail African Shrine,
Minorities and Visual Arts Panel
A lecture and a panel discussion have been scheduled by the EMU Art
Department for Nov. 7 and 14.
Wednesday, Nov. 7, the Art Department will sponsor a lecture featuring
Scott McGilliard who will discuss contemporary African architectural
phenomenon in a talk titled "The Oshun Shrine at Oshogbo, Nigeria."
The following week, Thursday, Nov. 14, a panel of educators and artists
will discuss "Minorities in the Visual Arts: An Update." The panel,
comprised of Judy Loeb, an associate professor in the EMU Art
Department; Nora Mendoza; Charles McGee, an assistant professor in the
Art Department and Al Hinton from the University of Michigan's art
department, will discuss the roles of latinos, women and blacks in the visual
arts. The panel will be moderated by John Van Haren, a professor in the
EMU Art Department and instructor of Eastern's African and Afro
American art class.
Both lectures will be held in Room 143 of Sill Hall at 7 p.m.
The talks are free and open to the public.

Poet, Author and Journalist
To Speak Nov. 10 on Campus

Richard Leinbach
p o i n t e d o ut t h at t h o s e
manufacturers only stay i n
business because people continue
to buy from them.
Leinbach has some tips to follow
in purchasing a piece of furniture:
-It m u s t combine g o o d
engineering with its pleasing
aspects. In other words, a chair
must be comfortable to sit on.
-It's construction must be
sound. For example, when the
drawers of a bureau arc pulled out,
do they wobble or wiggle, or do
they glide out easily? Another
consideration is if the fabric lines
match when a pillow on a sofa is
reversed.
-It must combine the elements of
good design, such as texture,
balance and rhythm. Leinbach
recommends reading or taking an
appropriate course for this
information.
-Will the furniture fit in many
rooms or just one room? "If a piece
of furniture can serve a dual
purpose its life expectancy is
,
increased as well as its usefulness, .
Leinbach stated.
-Buy a piece at a time, rather
than a whole room of furniture.
Leinbach noted that usually when
an entire room of furniture is
bought, the customer grows tired
of the furniture quicker. It may not
fit properly in one room and the
quality may be less than if the
pieces were bought individually.

Leinbach, a native of Reading,
Pa.. taught art in elementary and
high schools for 14 years. In 1964,
he ::-eceived a John Hay Fellowship
to study at Harvard in a non
degree program. He enrolled in
many art history and humanities
coLrses and soon developed an
interest in the history of furniture.
Be accepted an assistant
prafessorship at Pennsylvania
State University to teach the
history of furniture as well as basic
design, display techniques, textile
printing and other courses.
In 1972 he began teaching at
Eastern. He has taught most of the
couses offered in the Home
Economics Department but his
specialities remain the history of
furniture and presentation
tec�miques for interior designers.
A resident of Ypsilanti, he
earned his bachelor's degree from
Kutztown State College, Pa., and
his master's degree and doctorate
f r o m P e n n s y I v a n i a S t a-t e
University.

Three successful and highly
aclaimed writers of poetry, fiction
and journalism will highlight
activities scheduled for the Sixth
Annual Writers' Conference for
high school students at Eastern on
Saturday, Nov. 10.
All conference sessions are open
to the public free of charge.
The poet is Judith Minty of
North Muskegon, author of"Lake
Songs and Other Fears" and
winner of the 1973 United States
Award of the International Poetry
Forum. Minty's poems have been
published in the New York
Quarterly, Poetry Northwc;st, the
Athlantic Monthly and other
magazines and journals.
Maxine Hong Kingston of
Hawaii will be the featured fiction
writer. She is the author of "The
Woman Warrior" and winner of a
National Book Critics Circle
Award for 1976. A graduate of the
University of California at
Berkeley, Kingston teaches
English and creative writing at a
private school in Honolulu.
William Giles, editor and vice
president of the Detroit News, will
be the luncheon speaker. Much of
his journalistic career was spent at
the Wall Street Journal, where he
served at various times as a
reporter, page-one editor,
managing editor o f the Southwest
edition and news editor of the
Washington bureau. In 1960 he
was appointed the first editor of
the National Observor. Giles was
named distinguished editor in
residence at Baylor University in
1976 and taught journalism there
wuntil January 1977, when he was
appointed executive editor of the
News. He became editor and vice
president of the Detroit News in
June 1977.
The three guest writers will read
from their works, talk about the
art of writing and participate in the
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Western Union will be calling WEMU-FM sometime during December,
thanks to this 15-foot diameter receiving antenna that will connect the
radio station with a Western Union satellite leased by National Public
Radio. The arrangement will expand program possibilities for the
Urwversity-owned jazz station.

workshop sessions. High school
students attending the conference
submitted manuscripts in the
categories of fiction, poetry, and
feature writing which will be
discussed in the workshop sessions
by the professional writers and
faculty from the EMU English
Department. Six full tuition
scholarships, two in each category,
will be awarded to students whose
work is judged to be superior.
The presentations by the three
writers will begin at 9 a.m., when
Minty will read in Room 201,
Pray-Harrold. Giles will be the
featured speaker for the luncheon
at 1 1:45 a.m. in Dining Commons
3, Hoyt Conference Center.
Kingston will read at 3 p.m. in
Room 201, Pray-Harrold.

Forensics Team
First Again
by Bruce Maxwell
Behind the leadership of Parma
senior Jeff Brown, the EMU
forensics team defeated 20 other
teams to win first place at the
Niagara University tournament
Oct. 19-20. Eastern garnered 219
sweepstakes points to 118 points
for second-place Clarion State
College. Central Michigan
University was third.
Brown placed first in rhetorical
criticism and fourth in impromptu
speaking. Dennis Beagen, director
of the Eastern forensics program,
said Brown: "There is always
within a group a person who by his
or her hard work, loyalty, and
perseverance gains the respect of
others and prompts them to work
even harder. The leadership he
generates is something that cannot
be measured in trophies or
national championships."
- Although the EMU team won
the tournament by a wide margin,
Beagen said the real test of the
team's strength and its potential to
win a fifth consecutive national
championship will be Nov. 16-17
when the team competes at
Bowling Green State University in
Ohio. As a preliminary to that
tournament, the EMU team will
divide the weekend of Nov. 2-3 to
c;_ompete at two tournaments at
Youngstown State University in
Ohio and Ball State University in
Indiana.
The individual rankings of the
EMU team members in finals at
the Niagara tournament are as
follows: after-dinner speaking, Jon
Capecci (first); dramatic duo,
Mike Jones/Gina Massaro (first),
C a p e c c i/ T h e r e s a M c E l w e e
(f o u r t h); e x t e m p o r a n e o u s
speaking, Maureen Burke
(fourth).
Impromptu speaking, Brown
(first); informative, Burke (first),
Terry Duncan (second), Annmarie
Mungo (fifth); persuasion, Burke
(continued on page 6)
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Honor Society of Nursing
Hosting Nursing Researcher
Dr. Susan Boehm Steckel, a
nationally-renowned nurse
researcher whose work has focused
on measures to increase patient
compliance with health care
regimens, will lecture at a meeting
of the Honor Society of Nursing at
EMU Wednesday, Nov. 14 at 7:30
p.m. in Hoyt Conference Center.
The title of her talk is "Leadership
in Nursing Research."
Steckel, an associate professor
at the University of Michigan
School of Nursing, is director of
nursing research at St. Joseph
Mercy Hospital in Pontiac. She
was recently honored as a fellow of
the American Academy of
Nursing, one of the highest honors
in the nur�ing profr��ion. Steckel

also will serve as speaker at the
biennial convention of the national
nursing honor society, Sigma
Theta Tau, in Seattle, Wash., this
month.
Eastern's Honor Society of
Nursing was founded in August
1 9 79 to recognize superior
achievement and leadership in
nursing, to foster high professional
standards, to encourage creative
work and to strengthen
committment to the ideals and
purposes of the profession.
The lecture is free. Everyone is
invited to attend.
For further information,
contact Margaret Copp Dawson at

665-7482.

Sandall Displaying Photography
In Two-man Exhibit at Sill
A two-man photography exhibit
by James Sandall and Brad
Iverson will open Monday, Nov. 5
continue through Nov. 30 in the
Sill Gallery at Eastern.
Sandall is assistant professor of
photography at Eastern. He
earned his bachelor's degree in
photography and painting fromn
photography and painting from
the University of Nebraska and a
master's degree in photography
from Arizona State University.
Sandall said his portion of the
exhibit will be divided into two
parts, with the first including nine
photographs which comprise "La
Sonata Negra," a book Sandall is
preparing for publication. The
nine images are "a story of a casual
suicide," Sandall said.
The second portion of Sandall's
exhibit deals with what he calls
"personal documentation." Rather
than being a chronology of events,
Sandall said the photographs are
"documents of glances."
The "glance" effect is achieved in
both portions of the exhibit
through the use of a Diana camera,
which is actually a toy camera.
Sandall said the Diana camera is
. very popular among photographers today because images are
not as sharp as modern
photographs and thus have a
dream-like quality.
Because the images made with
the Diana camera are somewhat
fuzzy, Sandall likens them to a
glance.
"When most people take
photographs they want them to be
sharp from corner to corner,"
Sandall said. "We really don't see
that way. Some of the more poetic
and emotional things we see, we
see in only short glances, so I use

the Diana camera to create that
feeling."
Sandall said visitors to the
gallery will not find "pretty
pictures" in his exhibit.
"They're taken not for their
beauty, but for the tragedy in
them," he said. "It's not that I go
out purposefully to find macabre
things, but I like to explore some of
the darker sides of my psyche."
The other photographer in the
show i s Brad Iverson, a
professional photographer from
Detroit. He earned his bachelor's
degree and a master's degree in
English Literature from Wayne
State University and began
working in photography in 1964.
His work h�s been shown at the
Scarab Club of Detroit, Detroit
Public Library, Detroit Institute of
Arts, Wayne State University and
Hope College.
lverson's portion of the exhibit
also will have two sections, the first
being a humorous and satirical
look at the yearly banquet of the
Michigan Squash Racquets
Association. he called the
photographs "a look at a middle
class phenomenon."
The second part of lverson's
exhibit deals with what he terms
"natural abstractions, nature,
certain overtones of mysticism,
and philosophical concerns."
An opening reception for the
exhibit will be held Monday, Nov.
5 from 3-5 p.m. in the Sill Gallery.
The exhibit will be on view in the
gallery, located at the corner of
Forest and Ballard streets in
Ypsilanti, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday until
Nov. 30.
The exhibit is free and open to
the public.
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by Mary Beth Murray

Michelle Candiotti Hands Out Advice to Students
Michelle S. Candiotti hands out
a lot of advice. That's her job.
Candiotti was appointed
academic advisor in the Academic
Services Center at EMU on July
25. She advises primarily pre
nursing and pre-occupational
therapy students.
"We'll work with the student
until he or she is accepted,"
Candiotti said. "We talk about
requirements and help them plan
their schecule so that they get all
the prerequisites."
Getting into the program is
difficult, said Candiotti, who
believes its one of the best schools
in the field. She said that
applicants need at least a 3.0 grade
point average to be considered for
one of the school's openings. Twice
as many students apply for the
program than there are openings.
"There's a lot of pressure and
anxiety," Candiotti said.
The A:m Arbor native also
advises adult returning students.
"For students who have been
out of school, one of the biggest
problems is that they think
everyone here is so young. They're
feeling uncertain. They lack
confidence and don't think they
can do it," Candiotti said. "We
encourage them to take one class in
a subject they like and so that they
can use all the resources available
on campus.''
Some older students might have
to adjust to instructors younger
than they are, according to
CandiottL
.
"Some students have reserva
tions about their instructors. They
think that they should be revered,
not talked to. But they have a lot of
enthusiasm once they get started,"
Candiotti said. "Instructors have
to pay attention to them. The
returning students are experi
enced. The instructors are going to
be challenged. The discussions will
be livelier."
There are a number of reasons
that adults return to school.
"Many women never considered
continuing their educations past
high school and even if they did,
they probably couldn't have
afforded it," Candiotti said. She
added that many of the female

returning students are going
through a change of marital status
- divorce or the death of their
spouse - and some seek self
reward.
"Men come back to upgrade
themselves or because of a
retirement,'' Candiotti said. "One
gentlemen returned because he was
active in his church's public
relations effort and decided he
might as well get a bachelor's
degree."
Social trends also affect
enrollment, according t o
Candiotti.
"Part of it is the result of the
wave of the '60s. We're considering
ourselves first and one way to

Artist Known for Charcoal
Drawings To Speak Nov. 8

Bernstein is well known for her
gigantic charcoal drawings of
hairy screws. These drawings often
measure up by 20 or 30 feet long.
Many are scrolls hung vertically
and still partly rolled to suggest
infinite length. These images are
controUed, yet produce an energy
with her loosely cross-hatched
lines.
Her works hang in numerous
collections including the Museum
of Modern Art in New York, the
International Museum of Erotic

....

Michelle Candiottl

Judith Bernstein will present the
second EMU Art Department
Guest Lecture titled ..My Current
Sensibility and How My Image
Evolved," Thursday, Nov. 8 at 7:30
p.m. in Sill Hall.
Bernstein currently is an
assistant p rofessor in the
department of fine arts at State
University of New York at Stony
Brook, �ew York. She has taught
at the Pratt Institute and Rutgers
University. Also, she has presented
numerous lectures o n art
throughout the country.

This photograph by James Sandall, titled "la calavera,:· is part �f the two
man exhibit Sandall is sharing with Brad Iverson m the Sill Gallery
through Nov. 30.
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Judith Bernstein
Art and the University
Colorado Museum.

of

Bernstein earned a bachelor's
and master's degree in fine arts
from the School of Art and
Architecture, Yale University.
Her lecture is free and open to
the public.

make ourselves better is
education," Candiotti said. ."The
women's movement has en
couraged women to take more
time to look at one's self."
One of Candiotti's goals as an
advisor is to help students establish
their reason for attending college.
"My ambition is to try to teach
students to decide what they want
to do with their degrees first, not
the other way around,'' Candiotti
said.
Candiotti earned a bachelor's
degree , in 1974 and a master's
degree in 1978, both from the
University of Michigan. Prior to
her appointment to EMU, she
served as a counselor and in
service coordinator at Saline Hi_gh
School. Also, she taught at Gabriel
Richard High School in Ann
Arbor and in an adult education
program.
She has a lot of experience to
share with graduating seniors
dismayed by the job market
outlook.
"I believe that ifthere's a job you
want to do, you can do it,"
Candiotti said. That isn't just pat
advice either. Candiotti persisted
for two years before she got the job
she wanted at EMU.
"Job-hunting is a skill. You have
to know how to approach it," she
said. "You can't be afraid to ask
people for work. Before you get
out of school, you have to start
making plans. Employers want
you to have a degree, but you have
to be able to do something with it."
A college degree represents
more than class attendence,
according to Candiotti.
"While you go through college,
you're learning to live around
people with different ideas, how to
write and how to handle yourselfin
different situations. That's what
people forget," Candiotti said.
Candiotti and her husband,
Larry, live in Milan where they are
fixing an older house. In the time
away from home repair, painting
and replastering, Candiotti enjoys
recquetball, reading and collecting
rag dolls.

...
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Program Honors Women's Studies Week at EMU
A program titled "New
Perspectives in Equality" will be
held Nov. 1 2 through 1 5 in honor
of Women's Studies Week at
Eastern.
The program, coordinated by
the E M U Women's Studies
Department, will feature a series of
lectu res highl ighted by a
presentation by Helen Milliken,
wife of Michigan's governor and
n a t i o n a l E R A m e r i c a n co
chairperson. Also, the week's
activities include special programs
to be aired on WEMU, Eastern's
public radio station, exhibits and
related events.
The program will begin with a
lecture titled "Influencing Upward
Strategies for Women" presented
by Eva Schindler-Rainman
Monday, Nov. 12 at noon in Guild
Hall, McKenny Union. The lecture
is co-sponsored by the Women's
Studies Department, the Office of
Campus Life, the EMU Residence
Hall Association and University
Housing Office.
Schindler-Rainman, an
authority on volunteerism, has
served as a consultant and
conducted numerous workshops
on communication skills, time
management, consultation skills,
values clarification and future
planning. Also, she has organized
and created organizational and
community activities.
Schindler-Rainman has
authored six books and written
more than 200 articles. Her books
include "Developing Our

Rudolf Arnheim
To Speak
Nov. 12
Harvard University Professor
Emeritus of the Psychology of Art
and author Rudolf Arnheim will
lecture about "Pictures of the
Growing Mind" at 7:30 p.m. Nov.
1 2 in Room 143, Sill Hall.
Arnheim is the author of eight
books including "Art and Visual
P e r c e p t i-o n , " " T o w a r d a
Psychology of Art" and "The
Dynamics of Architectural Form."
He has been honored with the
Disginguished Service Award of
the National Art Education
Association and has received
fellowships from the U.S. Office of
Education, the Fulbright program
and the Guggenheim Foundation.
Arnheim is a fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
Born in Berlin, Germany,
Arnheim served as assistant editor
for cultural affairs at Die
W:ltbuhne, a weekly

Rudolf Amheim
edited by Carl V. Ossietzky and as
associate editor for the
I n t e r n a t i o n a l I n s t i t u t e for
Educational Film in Rome before
emigrating to the United States in
1 940.
Arnheim's lecture is cospon
sored by the E M U Art
Department and Office of Campus
Life. The public is invited to attend
the free lecture. For further
information, call 487-3388.

E. Schindler-Rainman

Amy Coha

Helen Milliken

Barbara Forisha

Volunteer Community: Creative
Use of Human Resources,"
"Taking Your Meeting Out of the
Doldrums" and ''The Educati.onal
Community: Building the Climate
for Collaboration."

lecture Monday afternoon, a
reception will be held from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Burson Room,
Roosevelt Hall. The reception is
co-sponsored by the Women's
Commission at Eastern and the
Women's Studies Department.
Schindler-Rainman will present
a workshop for EMU student
leaders titled "Modern Leaders:
Challenges, Characteristics and
Effectiveness" at 7 p.m. in the

Walton-Putnam lounge.
A lecture titled "Personal
Decisions and Lifestyles" will be
presented by A m y Co h a ,
coordinator of the Women's Crisis
Center of Ann Arbor, Tuesday,
Nov. 13 at 1 1 a.m. in the Faculty
Lounge, McKenny Union.
Coha has served as a counselor
and empathy trainer at the
W,omen's Crisis Center of Ann
Arbor and is a member of the
editorial board of Bread and Roses
Productions which teaches women
media skills and produces
videotapes focusing on women's
issues.
Recently, Coha presented a
lecture on Michigan's rape law at
the "Take Back the Night" rally in
A nn Arbor. She earned a
bachelor's degree from the State
University of New York at New
Paltz and is completing her
master's degree from t h e
University of Michigan. Her
master's thesis discusses the role
and status of women in developing
countries.
A lecture by Helen Milliken,
n a t i o n a l E R America co
chairperson, will highlight the

program for Women's studies
Week of EMU. Milliken will
present a lecture titled "Equal
Rights Amendment: Fact and
Fiction" Wednesday, Nov. 14 at
noon in Guild Hall, McKenny
Union.
Milliken is the honorary
chairperson and former
chairperson of the Michigan
Artrain, honorary chairperson of
the League of Women Voters and
serves on numerous other
committees and organizations.
She was the Michigan delegate to
the National Commission of
Women conference held in 1977.
In 1975, she served as a delegate
with the American Women for
International Understanding and
toured China. Recently, she
returned from a trip to China with
a coalition of American governors.
She earned a bachelor's degree
from Smith College and attended
Michigan State University. She
has received honorary degrees
from Central Michigan University,
Lake Michigan College, and a
doctorate degree of humane letters
from Eastern in 1977.
Thursday, Nov. 15 Barbara
Forisha will present a lecture titled
"Changing Sex Roles: Toward
Equality?" at noon in the
Reception Lounge, McKenny
Union.
Forisha, an associate professor
of psychology at the University of
Michigan Dearborn, has lectured
extensively on the impact of sex
roles in personal and professional
settings. Her other specialities are
psychology and organizational
behavior.
Forisha recently published a
book titled "Sex Roles and
Personal Awareness" that
examines how expectations of
masculine and feminine behavior
are shaped and the consequences
of those expectations. A book
titled "Outsiders on the Inside:
Women and Organizations" is
scheduled for publication in 1980.
Forisha earned her bachelor's
degree and a master's degree from
Stanford U niversity and a
doctorate from the University of
Maryland.
In conjunction with Eastern's
Women's Studies Week, WEMU
will broadcast a program titled
"Dearest Husband," a narration of
Abigail Adam's letters to her
husband, Wednesday, Nov. 14 at
9:30 p.m. On Thursday, Nov. 15,
WEMU will air a program titled
"Re-entry Women: the Return to
Campus" at 9 p.m. This program
features interviews with women
returning to college after an
absence and the problems they
e n c o u n t e r j uggling homes,
families, j9bs and homework.
In addition, an exhibition of
photographs, illustrations and
memorabilia tracing the history of
women and the labor movement
will be on display from Nov. 7 to
Dec. 9 in the Center for
Educational Resources (library)
on Eastern's campus.
All of the activities scheduled·
during Women's Studies Week are
free and open to everyone.

She earned her master's degree
and doctorate in social work from
the U niversity of Southern
California in Los Angeles.
Following Schindler-Rainman's

Big Band Lovers Have
Rare Treat Nov. 15
Woody Herman, one of the
most celebrated big band leaders
of all tif?!e, says that his band (the
Thundering Herd) is like a college
football team-the players stay the
same age, but the coach keeps
getting older.
Herman, who left home in
Milwaukee, Wis., at 17, made his
professional debut as a bandleader
in November 1 936. Today, 43
years later, Herman is still playing
with the same verve and brilliance
thl.lt prompted the great Igor
Stravinsky to sit up and take
notice. H e eventually wrote
"Ebony Concerto" for Herman's
band in 1 946.
Local music lovers will have an
opportunity t o see Woody
Herman directing one of the oldest
big bands in existence when the
orchestra performs at EMU Nov.
1 5 at 8 : 30 p . m . in Pease
Auditorium. The concert is part of
the University's 1 979-80 Guest
Artist Series sponsored by the
Office of Campus Life.
Herman, who celebrated his
40th year at the helm of a big band
in 1976 in a special Carnegie Hall
concert, h a s guided many
upcoming young musicians to
stardom. A representative list of
some of the musicians who used to
play for Herman and went on to
_greater things would include such
major talents as saxaphonists Stan
Getz, Zoot Sims and Al Cohn;
vibraharpists Red Norvo and Milt
Jackson; pianist-arranger Ralph
Burns and Bassist Chubby
Jackson.
Although Herman has made
numerous recordings in his years
as a professional musician, he is
pr o b a b ly best k n o w n for
"Woodchoppers Ball," a piece he
composed in 1 939 after some lean
years during the Depression.
Other nostalgic favorites
normally associated with Herman
include "Caledonia," "Northwest
Passage," "Early Autumn" and
"Blues in the Night."
Herman still includes several of
the older favorites in his current
repretoire but emphasizes that his
current Herd has a contemporary
sound. The band now plays rock
tunes by Carole King and Frank
Zappa, contemporary jazz by
musicians like Chick Corea and
the late John Coltrane and
originals by members of the band.
Herman listens to each musical

number selected for inclusion in
the repretoire and suggests
changes. The final product is
contemporary and fresh and lends
the band musical continuity from
year to year.
According to the Encyclopedia
of Jazz, H e rman's "real
importance i n jazz history lies in
his retention, often against severe
economic odds, of an uncom
promising band that progressed
with each new trend and provided
an incubator for some of the most
brilliant soloists and arrangers
throughout the years."
Students and senior citizens will
be admitted to the Woody Herman
concert for $4 and $5.50; tickets for
the general public are $5 and $7.50.
As an added feature of the 197980 series, the EMU Office of
Campus Life has arranged a
reservation-only buffet supper
which will be offered at 6:30 p.m.
on t h e e v e n i n g of e a c h
performance. The buffet will be
held in McKenny Union and
features Carved Roast Baron of
Beef and Seafood Newburg with
accompanying beverages,
appetizers, side dishes and
desserts. The dinner is $8.95 for
adults: $5 for children. Tickets for
the pre-performance buffet �ay·be
purchased with concert tickets.
Tickets are available in the
Campus Life Ticket Booth, 1 1 7
Goodison Hall, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Tickets also may be purchased by
mail by writing the Office of
Campus Life at EMU.
For additional information, call
the Office of Campus Life at 4873045.

Teleconferencing
Explored I As
Teaching Method
University faculty and staff
continued t o explore tele
conferencing as an alternative
teaching method during "Meet
Me" seminars Oct. 23 and 25.
The University of Wisconsin,
Madison, pioneered the system
during the mid-60s as one way of
bringing a university education to
people in a rural setting. "Meet
Me" is a two-way audio system
that can link up to 20 groups of
people across the country.
Participants in the program simply
dial a predetermined number at a
designated time and the "Meet
Me" bridge links the callers.
Anyone in the group can make
comments or ask questions by
simply activating the microphone
and speaking.
. Twenty groups participated in
last week's seminars on .. Putting
Theory into Action" a nd
"Maximizing Program Success"
from as far west as Sacramento,
Calif., and as far east as Montreal,
Quebec. The University o f
Wisconsin provided the bridge to
link up the groups and moderators
for the program.
Educators can visualize many
uses for the system including
serving homebound individuals,
bringing national speakers to
campuses that otherwise couldn't
afford speakers' fees, tranpor
tation, accommodations and other
associated costs, and admini
strative meetings between a main
campus and satellite projects.
EMU paid a $500 fee for use of
the equipment and related
material.
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Faculty Recital
Series Presents
Duets Nov. 8
Three musical duets will be
featured at EMU Faculty Recital
Series concert to be presented at 8
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 8 in Pease
Auditorium.
The first selection on the
program is a duet for viola and
cello by Beethoven. The duet was
composed in 1796, but not
published until this century. An
existing minuet and trio in the
same key of E Flat major is
believed to be another part of a
projected four movement work.
The duet is a classic example of
sonata form.
Duo No. 2 for violin and piano
by the Czechoslovakian composer
Bohuslav Martinu will be featured
next. Born in 1890, Martinu never
achieved success until World War
II forced him to New York City in
1941. Starting over in the U.S., he
finally won recognition and
successful performances of some
of his 400 compositions. The duo
dates from 1958.
The last selection on the EMU
program is the Sonata Op. 94 for
violin and piano by the Russian
composer Serge Prokofieff.
Prokofiefrs earlier music generally
marks his efforts to break with
19th-century romanticism through
the use of angular melody and
abrupt, dissonant harmonic
progressions. By the time the
sonata was written in the period
1 942-44, he used a more
"romantic" lyricism, a style which
was much more acceptable to
many concert audiences.
Faculty members from the
EMU Department of Music who
will perform include Dady Mehta,
piano; Alfio Pignotti, violin/viola;
and Edward Szabo, cello.
The recital is free and open to
the public.
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Catherine MacDonald, Assistant
Professor in Occupational
Therapy, Dies Suddenly

PARTICIPANTS
Dr. Nora Martin, associate
professor in the Department of
Special Education, presented a
series of lectures on learning
disabilities and mainstreaming
techniques for the exceptional
child on Oct. 6 in Sioux Falls,
S.D. The lectures were part of a
statewide co nference on
exceptional children.
Cheryl Schmidt, assistant
professor in the Department of
Nursing Education, will present a
paper titled "Utilizing Public
Schools as a Clinical Experience
for Nursing Students" at the
meeting of the American School
Health Association Oct. 19 in San
Diego, Calif. The paper describes
the work done by Eastern students
in the Ypsilanti and Willow Run
Public Schools, where they work
with chronically impaired school
aged clients, as well as studying the
role of the school nurse.

Is that you Miss Piggy? Children at
the Day Care Center trick-or
treated at the Health Center for
Halloween.

Or. l.awrenct' Ker\len ,�a,
chairperson at a session titled "A
Theory Of Marital Conflict
Management" for the Theo ry
Construction Works hop, at the
annual meeting of the National
Council of Family Relations held
in Boston.

M. Catherine MacDonald, 56,
was found dead in her home at
1 305 Huron River Dr., Ypsilanti,
on Oct. 29. She had been a member
of the occupational therapy faculty
at EMU since 1973.
Ms. MacDonald was born on
March 26, 1923 in Cheboygon,
Mich. She received a bachelor of
arts in education from Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo,
in 1950. She received a bachelor's
degree in occupational therapy at
the same time. In 1961, Ms.
Campbell earned a master's in
occupational therapy from WMU.
Before serving as field work
coordinator at E M U , Ms.
MacDonald was employed as an
o c c u p a t i o n a l t h e r a p i s t at

I PUBUCATIONSI
Alethea H e l big, associate
professor in the department of
English Language and Literature,
has published many reviews
recently in the "ALAN Review,"
"children's Literature Association
Quarterly" and "Children's Book
Review Service." She was named a
contributing editor of Children's
Literature Assocation Quarterly in
J une, 1979.

Fashion Merchandising Class
Hosts ' Shangri-la' Boutique
The fas!lion merchandising class
of the H o m e Economics
Department at EMU i s hosting
"Shangri-la,'' a boutique featuring
an oriental motif. Nov. 5 through
16 in Room 1 1 2, Roosevelt Hall on
Eastern's campus.
The boutique will offer students
in the fashion merchandising class
at EMU an opportunity to apply
their knowledge first hand.
The boutique will be open
Monday through Thursday from 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and on Fridays
from 9 a.m. to 2 pm. On Nov. 5 and
13, it will be open from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. Students from the fashion
analysis class at Eastern will serve
as salespersons.
The boutique will offer a wide
variety of items for sale including
hand-made and baked goods.
The fashion merchandising class
has planned a variety of activities
N

5

in conjunction with the boutique.
They include:
- A rice eating contest, Nov. 5 at
12:30 p.m. in the McKenny Union
Snackbar.
- An oriental haircutting
demonstration, Nov. 6 at 1 1 a.m.
in Roosevelt Hall.
-A wok demonstration, Nov. 8
at noon and I p.m. in Roosevelt
Hall.
-A jade plant sale, Nov. 12 at
noon in Roosevelt Hall.
-And an origami (paper) flower
demonstration, Nov. 14 at noon, 2
and 3 p.m. in Roosevelt Hall.
All activities are free and open to
the public. Proceeds from
boutique sales are pooled for next
year's boutique.
For further informati o n ,
c o n tact M a rgaret S i ewert,
manager of the boutique, at 4832338.

Kingswood Hospital in Ferndale
and Lowell Mental Health Center,
Lowell, Mass. In 1965 and 1966,
she was an instructor in the
Department of Occupational
Therapy at the University of New
Hampshire in Durham. She was
the supervisor of industrial
placement and vocational
guidance at Kalamazoo State
Hospital, Kalamazoo, and of
student training in the
occupational therapy department
of Northville State Hospital,
Northville. From 1952 to 1954, she
was director of occupational
therapy at St. John's Hospital,
Springfield, Ill.
Ms. MacDonald belonged to a
n u m b e r o f p r o fe s s i o n a l
organizations including American
Occupational Therapy Associ
ation, Michigan Occupational
Therapy Association, Huron
Valley District Occupational
Therapy Association, Michigan
Society for Mental Health and
Michigan Society for Infant
Mental Health.
Within the university, Ms.
MacDonald was active as a
member of the Faculty Advisory
Committees for the Applied
Science Division and College of
Human Services. Also, she was a
member of the Ad Hoc Committee
t o Develop C o l lege I n p u t
Structure and the Ad Hoc
Committee to Develop Philosop'1y
Statement, both in the College of
Human Services.
Ms. MacDonald's community
activity included membership on
the Advisory Board of Wayne
Community College; Program for
Certified Occupational Therapists.
Funeral services were held Nov.
2 in Cheboygan.
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Clerical/ Secretarial
CS-02 - $295.38 - $390.73 Cashier - Cashier's Office.
CS-02 - $295.38 - $390. 73
Merchandise Clerk (2 positions) University Bookstore
CS-03 - $314.38 - $417.61 Senior Clerk/Typist - Office of
Development (learn to be
proficient in operation of Olivetti
Word Processing Machine, adding
machine, heat transfer equipment
and VTS2 computer terminal;
requires SS w.p.m. typing speed)
CS-04 - $341.09 - $454.57 Library Assistant II - Center of
Educational Resources
CS-OS - $376.04 - $503.31 Account Specialist - University
Bookstore (completion of courses
in accounting desirable; previous
bookstore experience helpful)
Repost from Oct. 16, 1979 issue
of FOCUS:
CS-04 - $34 1 . 1 9 - $454.57 Library Assistant II - Center of
Educational Resources
Final date for acceptance of
internal applications for the above
positions is Nov. 13, 1979.
Faculty
Center of Ed ucational
Resources - Visiting Lecturers two part-time temporary positions
for Winter 1980. Application
deadline is Nov. 26, 1979.
Department of Mathematics three tenure-track positions
starting Fall 1980. Application
deadline is Jan. I 5, 1979.
An Affirmative Action
Equal Opportunity Employer and
Educational Institution

Research
Released Time
for Proposal Development

Dec. 3 is the deadline for faculty
members to apply for Winter term
quarter release time. The program,
a joint effort of ORD and the
Graduate Dean, is designed to
assist faculty who wish to act as
departmental coordinator to
encourage and assist in the
preparation of proposals for
external funding and to actively
participate in writing proposals
that have departmental or
interdepartmental impact. Four
release time appointments are
available this semester.
Faculty members who are
· interested in obtaining a release
time should request an application
form from ORD. Staff members
will be gald to answer questions
pertaining to the form and the
program.

Transportation Research
The Urban Mass Transport
ation Administration plans to
award a limited number of grants
to universities to assist in carrying
out research on problems in urban
transportation. Potential research
topics include analysis, planning
and evaluation methods,
transportation/ urban
develop
ment i n t er-act i o n s , system
management, energy conservation
and consumer issues. Grant
awards will not exceed $70,000.
Deadline: Dec. 3, (M. Reesman)

Displaced Homemakers
The Department of Labor will
make available financial assistance
to conduct programs to provide
employment opportunities and
app�opriate training and support
services designed to enhance the
employability of displaced
homemakers. Training might
i n c l u d e j o b tr ai n i ng, j o b
counseling, job readiness and
outreach. Grant awards will not
exceed $200.000. Deadline: Dec.
10, 1979 (S. Burt)

Photo of the Week

Advisor Hotline
487-3344

Automatic Withdrawal

Students who wish to withdraw
from individual classes and receive
an automatic "W" must go to the
Academic Services Center, 229
Pierce and pick up a withdrawal
form. The instructor's signature
must be obtained and the
completed form returned by day
students, personally, to 229 no
later than 5:00 p.m., Nov. 14, 1979
(7:00p.m., Nov. 14, 1979 for Night
students).

Nursing/0.T. Workshop

The Academic Services Center
will be offering an application
workshop for all pre-nursing and
pre-occupational therapy students
on Thursday, Nov. 29th, from 3 to
4:30 p.m. in Room 105 Mark
Jefferson. The workshop will help
students to:
-understand the importance of
each part of the application.
-identify their strengths and how
to express them on paper.
-write personal statement of
intent for their profession.
S t u d ent s s h o u l d c ontact
Michelle Candiotti at 487-2 170 to
reserve a place at the workshop.

Careers in Education

Statistics show that there will be
a drop in student enrollment in
colleges during the 1 980s as part of
the larger decrease in student
populations at every level of
education. College students
interested in the field of education,
however, should take heart as the
number of students in teacher
training programs is declining at a
more rapid rate. Indeed, many
observers are suggesting there will
be a teacher shortage by 1 985.
Reading specialists are in high
demand, as are learning disabilities
teachers. Mathematics, science,
industrial arts and even social
science are all areas which need
teachers. The success of a student
in any educational field still
depends, nonetheless, on diversity
of skills and overall ability. (Based
on data from the Oct. 1979 issue of
the Gracious Reader).

Forensics
(continued from page 2)
(first), Laura Vincent (third); sales,
Vincent (first), Jay Finch (third),
Duncan (fifth).
Interpretation of poetry,
McElwee (first), Mungo (second);
interpretation of poetry, McElwee
(first), Mungo (second );
interpretation of prose, Massaro
(second), Capecci (third), Eric
Moore (fourth), Janice Apsey
(fifth); rhetorical criticism, Brown
(first), Julie Prohaska (third),
Capecci (fourth), Apsey (fifth).

Photo by Dick Schwarze
Photographer Dick Schwarze shot this photo of an artist at work with a Nikon using a 24mm lens. The film was
exposed for 1/30 sec. at fS.6 using Tri-X film.

Porter Appoints
Evans Provost
( continued from page 1)
For the past four and one-half
years, Evans has held several key
administrative positions at EMU.
He has served as the Executive
Vice President and from August
1978 until September 1979 he
served as Acting-President of the
University.
Prior to coming to Eastern in
1975, Evans worked for the U.S.
Department of State where he was
a specialist in Far Eastern Affairs.
He worked for three years in
Thailand in the economic
development program and for two
years in South Korea as director of
programs for the Peace Corps.
Immediately before coming to
Eastern, he worked for three years
as director of planning and chief of
staff to the Peace Corps Director
in Washington, D.C., with
operations in 69 countries.
Dr. Evans also has worked at the
University of Iowa as an assistant
to the vice-president of research
and educational development and
at the University of Maryland
where he administered federal
education grants to colleges and
univers1t1es in Maryland. He
taught United States history at
Berkeley from 1962-66.
He holds a doctorate degree in
20th century American history
from Berkeley, with a minor field
of concentration in international
relations.
His appointment is effective
Nov. 5.

Distinguished Faculty Award_s
(continued from page 1)
Contis, 32, joined the faculty in
197 1 , after earning a master's
degree from the University of
Pittsburgh. She earned her
bachelor's degree in 1968 from
Youngstown State University,
Youngstown, Ohio.
In her nomination, Contis was
cited for having had "a visible
impact on our instructional
program ranging from the writing
of a chemistry laboratory manual
to the preparation of a number of
individualized computer-assisted
instruction and tutorial programs.
Her course evaluations during the
last three years indicate that
approximately 90 percent of the
students taking her courses

evaluate her abilities as excellent
or above average."
May, 55, became a member of
the faculty in 1966. He earned his
bachelor's, master's, and doctorate
degrees from the University of
Michigan.
May has written a number of
books on the history of Michigan
including "A Michigan Reader:
1 1,000 B.C. to A.D. 1 865" and "A
Most Unique Machine; The
Michigan Origins of the American
A u t omobile I nd u s t r y . " I n
addition, he has written many
articles and made presentations to
a variety of groups on the subject
of Michigan and automobile
history.

CER
THE SOUND OF GREAT IDEAS: A UNIQUE
GIFT TO EMU

Would you like to hear discussions of crucial issues in the arts, business,
education, history, the law, literature, psychology, science and other fields?
Then listen to the sound of great ideas; featuring Fannie Hurst, William
Kunstler, Farrell, William Saroyan, Malcolm Muggeridge, Robert Lowell,
Mark van Doren, Joseph Wood Krutch, Barry Goldwater, Albert Ellis,
B.F. Skinner, Theodor Reik, Sigmund Freud, Thomas Szasy, J. Robert
Oppenheimer and Ashley Montagu among others.
These and many more are included on 3 1 3 different Sound Seminars TM
given by Jeffrey Norton, president of Jeffrey Norton Publishers, Inc. (145
East 49th Street, New York, New York 10017) to EMU's Center of
Educational Resources.
These cassettes are available for circulation from the listening room
(Room 102 library).
The 3 1 3 Sound Seminars, which average about a half hour each, fall into
the following broad subject classifications: the arts (2), business and
industry (21), careers and counseling (31), education ( 10), history ( 1 1), law
(I), literature and language (79), philosophy (12), political science (7),
psychology (83), religion (7), science and technology (14) sociology (35).

SOUND SEMINARS
THE ARTS

Fannie Hurst, Changing Times and the Arts, 1 1001; Atwood Manley, The
Remington Story, 1 1004.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

William H. Gove, People Love to Buy, 13001; Robert E. Levinson, Formula for
Selling: K + D = S, 13002; John C. Flanagan, Improving the Selection and
Classification, of Personnel, 13003; B. Von Haller Gilmer, The Concept of
Organizational Cimate, 13008; Louis Untermeyer, Paradox of Henry Ford, 12010;
Crawford H. Grcenewalt, The Role of Research in Industry, 13011; William R.
Northlick, The Client and the Ad Agency, 13013; Henry Obermeyer, The
Advertising Manager: His Job and His Opportunities, 13015; Keith Davis,
Managing Employee Productivity in Developing Nations, 13018; Robert W. Locke,
Publishing for a Pluralistic Society, 1 3019; Charles D. Feuss, The Problem Drinker
in Industry, 13023; Bellows, Employee Motivation: Role of Supervisor, 1 3028;
Stagner, Leadership in Union-Management Relations, 13032; Carroll L. Shartle,
Executive and Supervisory Work Performance, 13033; A.Q. Sartain, The
Supervisor as a Counselor, 13034; A.Q. Sartain, The Supervisor as a Motivator,
13035; Dell Lebo, Human Relations in Industry and Business: Tips for Supervisors,
13038; Harrold F. Puff, Building a Management Philosophy, 13040; Keith Davis,
Understanding the Social Responsibility of Business, 1304 1 ; Richard Schmidt and
William Meyers, Managerial Data Processing, 13042; G.T. Goldsmith,
Introduction to Stimulation, 13044.

CAREER & COUNSELING

James B. Inniss, Counseling for One, 15003; Lester N. Downing, Group Counseling
in the Elementary School, 15006; Bryl R. Shoemaker, Vocational Education and the
School Counselor, 15009; American Occupational Therapy Association, The
Occupational Therapist in the Community, 15010; Martin R. Katz, Measuring
Interests, 15011; American Society of Agricultural Engineers, A Career in
Agricultural Engineering, 15013; Martin S. Burkhead, A career as an Astronomer,
15015; Charles D. Aring, Medicine: An Occupation for Adults, 15019; W.O.
Womer, A Career as a Chiropractor, 1 5020; Frank E. Kunkel, Opportunities in
Pharmacy, 15021; Harry Lyons, Opportunities in Dentistry, 15022; George K. Park,
A Career as an Anthropologist, 15024; E.E. Allison, A Career in Junior College
Administration, 15027; W. C. Wester, Child Psychology as a Career, 15030; Daniel
J. Steible, Careers for the English Major, 1503 1; Arthur G. White, A Career in the
Ministry, 15033; Robert Fiance, Careers in Beauty Culture, 15037; J. Herbert Foley,
Sr., An FBI Career, 15038; Leroi A. Folsom, A Career in Professional Food Service,
15040; Louis Berckmann, Tool and Die Maker, 15042; Phyllis Berckmann,
Psychiatric Nurse, 15043; Grace Eilert, Music Education Teacher, 15044; Paul
Hahn, Probation Officer, 15045; Thomas Hailstones, Business Administration,
15046; Rev. James P. McKay, Catholic Priest, 15047; George Newburger, Social
Service Administrator, 15049; Father Raymond Orlett, The Home Missioner: Priest
or Brother, 15050; Frank M. Peter, Life Insurance Field Underwriter, 15051; R.C.
Rader, Insurance as a Career, 15052; Bernard Reckseit, Mechanical Engineer,
15053; Stanley S. Zeidman, Pharmacist, 15056.
(To be continued in a future issue.)
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SPORTS
Saturday Football: EMU at Central Michigan
EMU OFFENSE

CMU DEFENSE

89 Tom Parm (5-8, 1 75, Sr.) SE
74 Mike Price (6-4, 245, So.) RT
64 Dan DeChristopher (6-2, 248, Sr.) AG
50 Mike Crowell (6-2, 216, Sr.) C
59 Steve Bowman (6-2, 2 1 0, Sr.) LG
62 Mike Williams (6-4, 238, Jr.) LT
80 Greg David (6-1, 205, Jr.) TE
9 Scott Davis (6-4, 197, So.) QB
36 Willie Jackson (6-2, 195, So.) RHB
1 3 A lbert Williams (5-7, 1 75, Jr.) LHB
39 Doug Crisan (6-3, 225, Sr.) FB

84 Doug LaFleur (6-0, 205, Jr.) D E
76 Chuck Stiver (6-2, 245, Sr.) LT
94 Dave Main (5-1 1 , 2 1 5, Sr.) MG
91 Bill White (6-4, 230, Sr.) RT
92 Kurt Dobronski (6- 1 , 200, Jr.) D E
58 Tim Hollandsworth (6-2, 2 1 0 , Sr.) LB
36 Mark Sankovitch (6-1, 2 1 0, Sr.) L B
1 9 Rick Waters (6-0, 1 95, Sr.) M B
2 3 Robert Jackson (5-10, 1 75, Jr.) FS
48 Michael Simpson (6-4, 190, Jr.) DB
45 Carl Word (5-10, 1 80, Sr.) DB

$

i ij

CMU OFFENSE

EMU DEFENSE

86 David Marshall (6-2, 1 95, Fr.) RE
73 J i m Seining (6-3, 236, Sr.) RT
77 Jon Austin (6-3, 230, Sr.) NG
70 Kevin Wilkinson (6-4, 250, Sr.) LT
41 Ken Banks (6-4, 210, Jr.) LG
44 Don Ishmael (6-3, 215, Jr.) ALB
38 Dan Prueter (6-3, 210, Sr.) LLB
4 Rick Baker (6-2, 1 75, Jr.) CHIEF
12 Dave Smile (6-1, 1 75, Sr.) WC
7 Ken Miller (6-0, 1 75, Jr.) SC
49 Brian Cotton (6-2, 185, Sr.) FS

83 Mike Hirn (6-3, 2 1 5, So.) TE
79 Marty Smallbone (6-3, 245, Jr.) RT
72 Kurt Cheesbro (6-4, 230, Jr.) AG
59 Paul Fate (6-2, 220, So.) C
64 Joe Maiorana (6-0, 235, So.) LG
71 John Vierk (6-5, 235, Jr.) LT
1 0 Marty Terry (6-3, 190, Sr.) SE
5 Gary Hogeboom (6-4, 1 95, Sr.) OB
31 W i l l ie Todd (6-0, 220, So.) FB
42 Darryl Tucker (5-9, 180, Jr.) TB
22 Mike Ball (5-10, 1 65, Sr.) SB

EMU-CMU GAMES FACTS: Kickoff Time- 1 :30 p.m. EST; Location: Perry Shorts Stadium
(20,000), Mt. Pleasant, Michigan; Special Events: Scout Day, Safety Patrol Day; Radio Coverage:
Huron Sports Network, WEMU-FM (89.1 mhz) in Ypsilanti and WPAG-FM ( 1 07.1 mhz) in Ann
Arbor.

MEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL
Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

at Northern Mich.
at Bowling Green
at Ohio
at Ill. State
Toledo
Northern llllnol•
Akron
Kent State
Open
at Ball State
at Central Mich.
Western Mich.

N•m•
Preston
Crisan
Jackson
EMU ToL
Opp Tot.

TC
64
102
51
381
464

Ruahlng
Net Yda.
347
329
170
1170
1932

Rae
31
24
12
111
97

Racelwlng
Yd•
536
328
182
1502
1223

N•m•
Parm
Knudson
Dackin
EMU ToL
Opp Tot.

Nama
Comp
Davis
106
Korte
4
EMU ToL 1 1 1
Opp Tot.
97
T..
m Stallallca
First Downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty
Rushing Plays
Gained
Lost
Net
Passes Comp
All
Int
Yardage
Total Plays
Total Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-yards
Return Yardage

W.21· 7
L. 6-32
L. 7·20
L, 15·24
L, 7·37
T, 0- 0
L, 12·24
W,14·10
L. 10-28

Paulng
Alt
Int
206
13
1
13
223
14
193
12

223

10:00
1 1 :00
1 1:30
Noon

12:30
1·00

5:00
5 30
7:00
7:30

8:00
9:00
9:30

10:00
10:15
1:00

TO
5
0
5
8

OPP
167
100
55
12
464
2087
155
1932
97
193
12
1223
657
3155
20-10
53.497
66·753

14
1502
584
2672
25·13
38-383
69-855

6:00

A..

17.3
13.7
15.2
13.5
12.6

Yd•
1462
36
1502
1223

EMU
140
59
74
7
361
1319
149
1170
111

Sept. 22
Sept. 25
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 10

TD
0
3
0
5
14

A...
5.4
3.2
3.3
3.3
4.2
TD
1
0
3
5
8

Sept. 8
Sept. 15

Nov. 19

EMU Open
al Bobcat Inv.
Ohio
W, 25·34
L. 29-26
Kent State
Western Mich.
T. 29-29
at Mich. State
L, 18·41
at Ball Slate
W, 35·20
W, 15·50
Cenlral Mich.
Northern Ill.
w. 20-43
EMU Distance Classic
NTS
at Central Collegiate
Kalamazoo, Ml
EMU·TFA·USA Open
at MAC Champ.
4th·92
Kent State
at NCAA Districl Champ.
East Lansing
at NCAA Champ.

Results from MAC Championship Meet Nov. 3
at Kent State
T•am ac:orlng
1. Western Michigan
2. Bowling Green
3. Miami
4. Eastern Michigan
5. Toledo
6. Ohio
7. Central Michigan
8. Ball State
9. Kent State
10. Northern Illinois

59
72
80
92
101
186
188
208
219
240

lndlwldual R..ulta
1 . Mark Schlacter (BSU)
2. Bryan Pownall (MU)
3. Zach Erigari (UT)
4. Jim Windnagle (UT)
5. Curt Walker (WMU)
1 1 . Dan Shamiyeh (EMU)
16. Keith Moore (EMU)
19. Dan McClory (EMU)
22. Kevin Young (EMU)
24. Walt White (EMU)
40. Craig Howe (EMU)
50. Maurice Weaver (EMU)

FIELD HOCKEY
· Sept. 14· 15 at Northern Mich.

mon tue, wed tflur

Morning
Show

Downtown
Jazz
News &
Sports

31:03.4
31:04
31:16
31:23
31:32
32:02
32:14
32:17
32:22
32:26

Morning
Show

Masterpiece
Radio Theater

Morning
Show

Morning
Show

Voices in
the Wind

Marketplace
Insight

News &
Sports

News &
Sports

Radio
Magazine

frf

Morning
Show

Radio
Magazine

News &
Sports

Radio
Magazine

Radio
Magazine

Jazz Scope

Jazz Scope

Jazz Scope

Jazz Scope

News &
Sports

News &
Sports

News &
Sports

News &
Sports

Jazz Scope

Jazz Scope

Jazz Scope

Jazz Scope

Spider's
Web

Spider's
Web

Spider's
Web

Spider's
Wed

Jazz Scope

Radio
Magazine

Radio
Magazine

Radio
Magazine

Radio
Magazine

All Things
Considered

All Things
Considered

All Things
Considered

All Things
Considered

Options in
Education

Special:
Island of
Dreams

It Sounded
Like This
Jazz
Revisited
News
Jazz Scope

Masterpiece
Radio
Theater

News
Jazz S"cope

First
Amendment
News
Jazz Scope

News
Jazz Scope

News &
Sporls
Jazz Scope

High
School
Football

Sept. 14·15 a1 Northern Michigan
Team standing: EMU 3rd (W, 9 L 5)
Univ Wisconsin Superior, W, 1513. 15-3
Lake Superior State, L, 7·15,
W, 15·5
Grand Valley State, W, 15-5,
L. 1:}-15
Michigan Tech, W, 15-8, W, 15-7
Northern Michigan, W, 15-10,
L. 10-15
Lake Superior, L, 12·15, L. 11-15
Grand Valley. W, 15-11, W, 15-10
Sept. 19
Adrian
W, 16-14, W, 15·3, L. 5·15, W, 15-10
Sept. 21
Ball State
W, 15-13. L, 3·15, W. 16-14,
L 11-15, L, 7-15
Sept. 22
Eastern Inv.
NTS
Wright State, L, 14·16, W, 15·11,
L 10-15
Kellogg c.c.. L. 9-15. L. 4·15
Grand Valley, W, 15-5, W, 15·5
Wayne State, L, 9-15, 15, 1 3
Sept. 25
15-11, 12-15, 11-15
Sept. 28-29 al Eastern Kentucky
Team Standing:.
Lniversity of Dayton, L. 1 5-7, 3·15,
11-15,

,ot

Morning
Show

,un

- Morniog
Show

American
Popular
Song

First
Amendment

Enfoque
Nacionat

.Jazz Scope

First
Amendment

HUJO'l

Football

Jav Scope

Jazz Scooe
Special'
Jazz and
Heritage
Festival

Downtown
Jazz

6:00
10:00
1 1.00
1 1 30
Noon_

1230

1:00
5:00
5:15

News

All Things
Considered

Voices in
the Wind

All Things
Considere
_d

7:00

8:00

9:00

Jazz Alive

Options in
Education
News
Jazz Scope

IN FOR THE SCORE-Eastern Michigan junior runningback Albert
Williams scampers in for the game-winning touchdown against Kent State.
Williams grabbed a pitchout from quarterback Scott Davis and scored on a
one yard run to give EMU a 14-10 victory two weekends ago. Last
Saturday the Hurons dropped a 28-10 decision at Ball State.
Oct. 2
Oct. 5
Oct. 6

VOLLEYBALL

ttditorial
Saturday's
Proarammino
Child
Off The
Record

News &
Sports

Radio
Magazine

Univ. Wisconsin Oshkosh. L. 0-5
Northern Michigan, L, 1·4
Bowling Green. L, 0-1 (double OT)
Sept. 20
Delta
W, 4 · 1
Ball State
Sept. 22
L, 1-4
Toledo
Sept. 25
Sept. 27
at Ad·ian. W, 2·1 (triple OT)
Sept. 28·29 at Valley Farm
cancelled
Tournament
L, 0-5
Oct. 1
at Michigan
L, 0-6
Oct. 2
at Ce,tral Mich.
M a�
Oct. 5
� 1�
Oct. 8
at Albion, W, 3·2 (Double OT)
W, 4-0
Oct. 9
Grand Valley
Oct. 12
at Eastern Ill.
L, 1·2
Oct. 13
at lnoiana State
L. 0-2
Oct. 19
at BoNling Green
W. 2-1
L, 1·3
Oct. 23
Wastern Mich.
L, 1·2
Oct. 26
at Mich. State
double OT
Nov. 3
Western Michigan
L, 0-3
(at SMAIAW)
Nov. 9-10 at MAIAW Champ.
Nov. 23·24 at AIAW Champ.

Oct. 17
Oct. 19
Oct. 20
Oct. 23
Oct. 26-27

Oct. 31
Nov. 2· 3

Nov. 9-10
Nov. 16-17
Dec. 6- 9

WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY
at Central Mich.
Sept. 15
3rd 50pt
Sept. 21·22 at Kentucky Inv.
Team Standing: 7th place, 162 pts.
EMU Inv.• 7th,
149 pts.
Sept. 29
at Mich. State
Oct. 6
Invitational
Oct. 13
at Western Michigan Inv.
at Bowling Green
Oct. 20
Team Score:
Bowling Green
19
41
Eastern Michigan
Oct. 27
I.A.A. Cro" Country
Championships at EMU
Nov. 3
1 1th·274
at MAIAW Meet
Results from MAIAW Meet Nov. 3
at Michigan State
T•..,. Scoring (20 teams)
1. Wisconsin
2. Purdue
3. Michigan State
4. Western Illinois
5. Ohio State
1 1 . Eastern Michigan
lndlYldual R"ulta
1. Rose Thompson (Wisc)
2. Diane Bussa (Pur)
3. Allana McCarthy (Pur)
27. Bonnie Arnold (EMU)
38. Brigette Duprez (EMU)
51. Cindy Barber (EMU)
78. Charla Gardner (EMU)
92. Kim Miller (EMU)
98. Mary Ann Dornfeld (EMU)
107. Debbie Love (EMU)

News
Jazz Scope

10:15
1:00

42
48
55
165
169
274
17:11.4
17:24
17:32
18:42
19:00
19:39
19:55
20:15
20:28
21:04

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS NOV. 6-12
MASTERPIECE RADIO THEATER-Tuesday, Nov. 6, 1 1 a.m. and 9
p.m.-Part two of "Currer Bell, Esquire" starring Julie Harris as Charlotte
Bronte.
THE SPIDER'S WEB-Tuesday, Nov. 6 and Friday, Nov. 9-"Tbe Wind in
the Willows" by Kenneth Graham. Last week.
OPTIONS IN EDUCATION-Wednesday, Nov. 7, 9 p.m. and Friday, Nov.
9 at 9 p.m.-Parts one and two of a four part series: "What Makes a Good
Teacher?"
CHOICES-Wednesday, Nov. 7, 9:30 p.m.-"Beginning," the award
winning series on women in American history. "More Bold than a Man" tells
about Anne Hutchinson, a religious liberal, in the Massachusetts Bay Colony,
1634. Re-broadcast Friday, Nov. 9, 1 1 :30 a.m.
SPECIAL: "NUMBER 57735"-Thursday, Nov. 8, 9 p.m.-A special one
hour documentary probing the life of James Scott, number three contender for
the world light heavyweight boxing championships and a prison inmate.
FIRST AMENDMENT AND A FREE PEOPLE-Friday, Nov. 9, 9:30
p.m. and Saturday, Nov. 10, Noon - Emmy award-winning television producer
Joseph Boscon talks about "Media and the City."
SATURDAY'S CHILD-Saturday, Nov. 10, I I a.m.-"France" traditional children's songs and folktales from the French people.
OPTIONS-Saturday, Nov. 10, 7 p.m.-"Sesslon"-Singer Jesse Boggs re
c�eates a pop music re;fording session.
HORIZONS-a new program Sunday, Nov. 1 1, Noon-"Ragtime Women"
with Max Morath discussing lives and careers of some of America's rag
composers in this first program.

FOOTBALL

News
Jazz Scope

Oct. 9
Oct. 1 2
Oct. 13

15·7
at Central Mich.
vs. Central, L. 15-13, 6-15, 4-15
vs. MSU. L, 15·10, :}-15. 6-15
Miami W, 15-11, L, 6-15, w, 15-7
Ohio Northern, W, 15-2, W, 15-8
Windsor, W, 17·15. W. 15·9
Ferris Stale, W, 15-3. L, 10-15,
W, 15-5
Wayne State, L. 6-15, L, 4-15
U. Michigan, W, 15·8, L, 8-15,
L, 5-15
Wayne State (consola1ion),
L, 11-15, L, 9-15
Toledo, w. 15-8. 15-11, 15-10
a t Eastern Ill., L , 12·15, 8-15, 1·15
at Indiana State, L, 8-15, 15-6,
12·15, 9-15
at Bowling Green L, 6-15, 5-15,
8-15
Notre Dame, W, 15·7, 15-1, 15-2
Homecoming (Alumnl
game)
Western Michigan, L. 15-9, 15-9,
14·16, 15-17, 11-15
at Southern lllinois-Saluki Inv.
Southern Illinois, L, 5-15. 19-21
Memphis, W, 15-11, 4-15, 15-10
Cincinnati, L, 15-11, 4-15, 15-10
Eastern Kentucky. L, 6-15, 13-15
Michigan, L, 15-9, 8-15, 1 :}-15,
1:}-15
at Can-Am Inv.
University of Windsor, T, 16-14.
8-15
Wright State, L, 5·15, 4·15
Central Michigan. L, 7-15, 14·16
Wright State, L, 6-15, 15· 17
McMaster University. T, 8-15,
15·12
Kent State, T, 4·15, 15·4
at SMAIAW Champ.
at MAIAW Champ.
at AIAW Champ.

HURON FOOTBALL-Saturday, Nov. IO- The EMU Hurons journey to
Mt. Pleasant to meet the Chippewas of Central Michigan University. MAC
Preview, 12:45; The Mike Stock Show with Bill Collins, 1 p.m.; Pre-Game
Show, 1: 15 p.m.; Kick-off, 1 :30 p.m. John Fountain and Paul Shoults are hosts.

��_..;.�������������������������������

Events of the Week
Nov. 6 - Nov. 12
Tuesday, Nov. 6
MEETING-UAW Local 1975 will meet in the Reception Room, McKenny Union at noon.
MEETING-Local 1666 will meet in the Reception Room, McKenny Union at 7 p.m.
MEETING-Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will meet in the Founders Room, McKenny Union at 7
p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 7
EXHIBIT-The photography exhibit "Workers and Allies: Female Participation in the American Trade
Union Movement" opens in the EMU library. The free exhibit will be open until Dec. 9.
VIDEOTAPE-Mary Calderson, M.D., director of Sex Information and Educational Council of the
U.S., will discuss "Human Sexualtiy" in Room Ill, library at noon and the lecture will be shown on
Channel 5 (Campus TV) at noon and 7 p.m.
MEETING- The Chemistry Club will meet in the Oxford Room, McKenny Union at noon.
MEETING-The Marketing Club will meet in Room 201 Pray-Harrold at 3 p.m.
MEETING-Campus Crusade for Christ will meet in the Tower Room, McKenny Union at 6 p.m.
1 MEETING-Womenspace will meet in the Yorkshire Room, McKenny Union at 6:30 p.m.
MEETING-Green Peace will meet in the Huron Room, McKenny Union at 7 p.m.
LECTURE-Scott McGilliard will discuss "The Oshun Shrine At Oshogbo, Nigeria" as part of the Art
Department Guest Lecture Series in Room 143, Sill at 7 p.m.
MEETING-The Chess Club will meet in the Stratford Room, McKenny Union at 7 p.m.
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "Warriors" in Strong Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $ 1.50.
Tbunday, Nov. 8
MEETING-UAW Local 1975 will meet in the Reception Room, McKenny Union at noon.
MEETING-The Biology Club will meet in the Faculty Lounge, McKenny Union at noon and at 7:30
p.m. in Room 313, Mark Jefferson.
MEETING-Campus Action will meet in the Faculty Lounge, McKenny Union at 7 p.m.
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" with Peter Framption, The
Bee Gees, George Burns and Steve Martin in S!rong Auditorium at 7 an_d 9 p.m.
FILM-CER Film Series will present Ascent of Man featuring "Hidden Structure" which traces the
history of chemistry and "World Within World," an exploration of physics in Room 213 Pray-Harrold at
7 p.m.
SPEAKER- Judith Bernstein will discuss "My Current Sensibility and How My Image Evolved," as
part of the Art Department's Guest Lecture Series in Sill Hall at 7:30 p.m.
RECITAL-A faculty recital will be held featuring works by Beethoven, Martinu and Prokofiev in Pease
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 9
MEETING- Campus Crusade for Christ will meet in the Alumni Lounge, McKenny Union at 7 a.m.
MEETING-Academic Development Committee, Graduate Council will meet in the Oxford Room,
McKenny Union at 3 p.m.
FILM-MUD Cinema will present the amusing detective thriller "The Big Fix" with Richard Dreyfuss
and Susan Anspach in Strong Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $1.50.
Saturday, Nov. 10
WRITER'S CONFERENCE-The Sixth Annual Writer's conference for high school students will be
sponsored by the EMU Department of English Language and Literature at Pray-Harrold, all day.
William Giles, editor of the Detroit News; poet Judith Minty and author, Maxine Hong Kinston will
speak at the conference.
MEETING-UAW Local 1975 will meet in the Tower Room, McKenny Union at 9 a.m.
FILM�MUD Cinema will present "Inga," a Swedish film about a 17-year-old girl's sensual awakening at
7 and 9 p.m. in Strong Auditorium. Admission is $1 .50.
Monday, Nov. 12
EXHIBIT- Prints and drawings by Lisa Gottlieb win be on display in the Intermedia Gallery through
,
Nov. 30.
WOMEN'S STUDIES WEEK-Various activities are sch("'1uled to celebrate Women's Studies Week at
Eastern through Nov. 15. The first lecture will present Dr. Eva Schindler-Rainman who will speak on
"Influencing Upward Strategies for Women" at noon in Guild Hall, McKenny Union.
LUNCHEON-A United Way Campaign recognition luncheon will be held in the Tower Room
McKenny Union at noon.
MEETING-The Resident Hall Advisors will meet in Room 306 Pray-Harrold at 4:30 p.m.
SPEAKER-Dr. Rudolf Arnheim will discuss "Pictures of a Growing Mind" in Room 143, Sill Hall at
7:30 p.m.

Campus
Highlights
Films
MUD Cinema will show the film
"Warriors" Wednesday, Nov. 7 at
7 and 9 p . m . i n S t r o n g
Auditorium.
MUD Cinema will show "Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band" with Peter Frampton, The
Bee Gees, George Burns and Steve
Martin Thursday, Nov. 8 at 7 and 9
p.m. in Strong Auditorium.
CER Film Series will present
Ascent of Man featuring "Hidden
Structure" which traces the history
of chemistry and "World Within
World" an exploration of physics
Thursday, Nov. 8 in Room 213,
Pray-Harrold at 7 p.m.
MUD Cinema will present the
amusing detective thriller "The Big
Fix" with Richard Dreyfuss and
Susan Anspach Friday, Nov. 9at 7
and 9 p.m. in Strong Auditorium.
On Saturday, Nov. IO, MUD
Cinema will present "Inga," a
Swedish film, at 7 and 9 p.m. in
Strong Auditorium.
Admission to the MUD Cinema
showings is $1 .50.
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"La porta" is the title
of this photograph by
James Sandall, assistant
professor of photo
graphy at Eastern. It is
part of a two-man
exhibit in the Sill Gallery
that Sandall is sharing
with Brad Iverson, a
professional photo·
grapher from Detroit.
The exhibit continues
through Nov. 30.

Exhibits
A two-man photography show
featuring the photographs of
James Sandall EMU assistant
professor of art, and Brad Iverson
will be held in Sill Gallery through
Nov. 30.

Lectures
Scott McGilliard will discuss
"The Oshun Shrine at Oshogbo,
Nigeria" Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 7
p.m. in Room 143, Sill. The lecture
is part of the Art Department's
Guest Lecture Series.
Judith Berstein will discuss "My
Current Sensibility and How My
Image Evolved" Thursday, Nov. 8
at 7:30 p.m. in Sill as a part of the
Art Department's Guest Lecture
Series.
Dr. Rudolf Arnheim will discuss
"Pictures of a Growing Mind"
Monday, Nov. 12 in Room 143,
sm at 7:30 p.m.
Eva Schindler-Rainman will
present a lecture titled
"Influencing Upward Strategies
for Women" Monday, Nov. 12 in
Guild Hall, McKenny Union at
noon. The lecture is part of the
program to celebrate Women's
Studies Week a Eastern.

Faculty Awards . .
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Organizational Changes
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•
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